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Bertha Colton Williams Fellowship, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Fall 2008 

 

Graham Kenan Fellowship, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2004 – 2005 

 

 

PRESENTATIONS: 

March 2013  “Seeing, Noticing, and Noteworthiness,” Symposium at American   
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE: 
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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT (Conceptual Experiences): 

The content of belief is conceptual. In order to believe that fish swim, you must possess the 

concepts FISH and SWIM, and the belief uses these concepts to capture its content. My 

dissertation defends the view that the content of experience is also conceptual (“conceptualism”). 

 One reason to believe conceptualism is that it possesses the theoretical virtue of 

simplicity. Belief content is conceptual, and a theory of mental content according to which it is 

all conceptual is simpler, ceteris paribus, than a theory according to which only some of it is. 

Another reason is that the functional role of experience is to guide belief. If mental states are 

defined by their functional roles, as most philosophers hold, this suggests that experience has the 

same content as the belief it guides, and has it in the same way—by capturing it with concepts. 
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 My dissertation replies to three popular arguments for the view that the content of 

experience is non-conceptual (“non-conceptualism”). 

 First is the animal-infant argument, according to which some animals or infants have 

experience but lack concepts for some of the things their experience represents. My reply is that 

animal and infant conceptual capacities could be a little more sophisticated, and animal and 

infant experience a little more impoverished, than proponents of the animal-infant argument take 

them to be; and therefore animal and infant conceptual capacities could be just sophisticated 

enough to capture everything their experience represents. 

 Second is the fineness-of-grain argument, according to which our experiential content is 

too determinate or “fine-grained” to be captured by our “coarse-grained” concepts. Think of the 

impossibility of capturing the precise shade of an apple you see with your imprecise color 

concepts like RED. The premise of this argument may seem obvious, but I reply that all that’s 

obvious is that the world we perceive is too fine-grained to be captured by our concepts. To 

bolster this reply I invoke the “transparency of experience”—the phenomenon in which our 

attempts to attend to our experience result only in attending to the world. When you attend to 

your experience of the apple, you find that the apple’s precise shade is too fine-grained to be 

captured by your concepts, but not that your experiential content is. 

 Third is the learning argument, according to which conceptualism has the circular 

implication that empirical concepts (like RED) are learned in virtue of experiential contents (like 

redness) represented in virtue of the use of those very concepts. I reply that the learning of RED 

can be part of an experience representing redness without occurring in virtue of the 

representation of redness. It is true that the non-conceptualist can appeal to the representation of 

redness to account for the learning while the conceptualist cannot, but this advantage is balanced 

by the fact that the conceptualist can appeal to the use of RED to account for the representation 

of redness while the non-conceptualist cannot. 
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